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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
For detailed recommendations, see section X.
This report contains five primary recommendations.

I.

PROMOTE OPEN AND FAIR COMPETITION
IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
We should commit ourselves, as a state, to the introduction o f real
competition in telecommunications, while protecting both consumers
and competitors from unfair or inadequate competition.

II.

PROMOTE AN ADVANCED INTERACTIVE NETWORK
Maine should commit itself to the goal o f an advanced interactive
network that will reach to all comers o f the state and will ensure that
Maine is among the leading states in telecommunications.

III.

BUILD THE FOUNDATIONS OF THIS NEW
ADVANCED NETWORK, WITHIN THREE YEARS,
WITH PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND PUBLIC SUPPORT
The first stage o f that new network, and its foundations, should be
to connect Maine towns and cities to an advanced interactive
network within three years.

IV.

LOWER PRICES AND EXPAND CHOICES
The national experience with introducing competition in long
distance telephone calling brought greater choice and lower prices.
The same can be true in Maine with competition in in-state
telecommunications.

V.

AVOID INFORMATION “HAVES” AND “HAVE-NOTS”
Maine should support the creation o f an information safety net,
ensuring that all Mainers - urban or mral, north or south, rich or
poor, disabled or able - will have access to advanced
telecommunications through a nearby publicly accessible library,
school or town hall.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
For additional copies o f this report, or for additional information on the
Maine Telecommunications Forum, contact Alan R. Caron, President of
Caron Communications, 192 State Street, Portland, Maine 04101.
Phone: (207) 761-1993
Fax:
(207) 828-0330
E-mail: caron@mainelink.net
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FOREWORD
The age o f telecommunications is upon us. As we prepare to enter the new
century, Maine’s quality o f life - and our ability to compete in the global
marketplace while preserving our communities and environment - will be
closely tied to the quality and capability o f our telecommunications
network, and to our ability to use it effectively.
Dramatic changes are all around us in telecommunications, many o f which
we cannot control, even if we wanted to, and few o f which we can afford
to ignore. What we can do, as a state, is to decide whether we want to
guide those changes to our advantage, or be guided by them and hope for
the best.
As with many changes o f this scope, this one brings with it great challenges
and even greater opportunities.
After nearly a year o f discussion and debate we believe that, on balance,
the telecommunications era is good news for Maine people. Through
advances in telecommunications technology, we now have the opportunity
to overcome our historic geographic disadvantages, which grow out of our
location at the edges o f the country, and to position ourselves in the future
at the crossroads o f the new information superhighway.
This report looks at some o f the public policy issues that Maine is
confronting as we prepare to seize those opportunities. It looks at how our
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currently regulated telecommunications system will evolve toward a more
integrated and interactive network, operating in a climate o f open
competition among communications providers. The report offers proposals
that we hope will help guide that evolution and the public policies that must
support it. And it strongly suggests that the people o f Maine would benefit
from the fullest public debate on both the advantages and disadvantages of
telecommunications, as well as on how we should proceed.
Our goal in preparing this report was to lift our sights to the horizon. To
look beyond today’s immediate debates to Maine’s five-year, ten-year and
twenty-year future. To focus on what that future could look like and how
we might get there. We asked ourselves what principles and values should
guide Maine’s leaders as we move from an era o f regulated
telecommunications providers and clear distinctions in telecommunications
to an era o f open and robust competition among a vast array o f growing
and merging communication providers and services.
We have made our best effort to weigh and balance difficult and important
public policy goals.
One o f the major issues
that we face, as a state,
MAINE’S LEADERS AND
is how to encourage the
building o f an advanced
CITIZENS ARE CERTAINLY
system without forcing
CREATIVE ENOUGH TO FIND
people of limited means,
WAYS TO BOTH PROTECT
who may never use the
CONSUMERS OF LIMITED
advanced network
directly, to pay for it. In
MEANS AND TO BUILD THE
the end, we concluded
SYSTEM THAT WE NEED FOR
that we don’t have to
THE FUTURE.
choose between an
advanced network and
protecting those on
limited incomes, and we
shouldn’t. Maine’s leaders and citizens are certainly creative enough to find
ways to both protect consumers o f limited means and to build the system
that we need for the future.
In keeping with our goal o f looking at broader policy issues we have tried,
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as best we could, to avoid joining in debates on specific and more
immediate telecommunications issues confronting lawmakers, courts and
regulators.
Similarly, with few exceptions this report doesn’t attempt to suggest
precisely how various changes should unfold. The complex details o f
implementation, timing and definition are best addressed by others with
more time and resources at their disposal, in the Governor’s office, the
Legislature, at the Public Utilities Commission, and within the various
advocacy groups and communications companies.
After months o f
listening to experts
from all points, we
FEW SHORT YEARS MAINE
concluded, as we hope
WILL NEED AN ADVANCED,
the people o f Maine
HIGH-CAPACITY NETWORK
will, that Maine’s
leaders and citizens
CAPABLE OF CARRYING BOTH
must begin to act now
VERY HIGH-SPEED DATA A N D
to ensure that we are
FULL M OTION INTERACTIVE
ready and able to seize
VIDEO TO ALL CORNERS OF
the opportunities which
telecommunications
THE STATE
offers to us in the
---------------------------------------------------------------- future, to create new,
sustainable, quality
jobs, to improve and make more efficient our education and health care
systems, to support rural development, to recreate government and to
further connect all of us, as citizens o f Maine, to each other.

WE BELIEVE THAT W ITHIN A

We believe that within a few short years Maine will need an advanced
network infrastructure that is capable o f carrying both very high-speed data
and full motion interactive video to all comers o f the state. That is not to
say that our current telephone network is inadequate to today’s demands.
By and large, it is perfectly adequate for today’s telephone and modem
demands. But it is insufficient to meet tomorrow’s demands for extremely
high-speed data and fully interactive video.
We believe that the new advanced network can and should be built largely
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by the competitive marketplace, but that Maine’s leaders, regulators and
citizens have an important role to play in making it happen.
We also believe that the benefits of telecommunications won’t simply arrive
at our doorstep one morning.
To secure these benefits we, as citizens o f Maine, must forge a plan of
action, co-ordinate and target our resources, and push forward together.
Formidable obstacles and complex issues need to be overcome. Old ways
o f doing things must be reexamined and, if necessary, changed.
None o f these challenges, however difficult, should become an excuse for
inaction. The cost of that course is potentially too great.

TO SECURE THESE BENEFITS
WE, AS CITIZENS OF MAINE,
M U ST FORGE A PLAN OF
ACTION, CO-ORDINATE AND
TARGET OUR RESOURCES,

In these pages is our
vision o f what could be
Maine’s
telecommunications
future, if we together
find the courage and
the will to create that
future.

A N D PUSH FORWARD

This is not a finished
product. It is only a
TOGETHER.
beginning, a document
that we hope will serve
as a catalyst for
expanded discussion and, ultimately, coordinated action.
Now is the time to discuss, debate, reflect and act. These issues are too
important to be left solely to the “experts.” Every one o f us in Maine will
be affected by the decisions being made today by regulators, legislators and
telecommunications companies. Whether you agree or disagree with these
recommendations, we hope you will become more involved in this vital
discussion about Maine’s future.
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II.

THE PROMISE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Maine has long had strengths that have shaped us and allowed us to
prosper as a state. From the first settling o f the area that would later
become Maine we were blessed with abundant natural assets, productive
forests, outstanding rivers for both navigation and power and the ocean as
our front door. Combining those natural advantages with skill and hard
work, we shipped our products to all comers o f the globe, gaining a
reputation along the way for quality and for solid, dependable and honest
business.
The Atlantic was our connection to the world, and because o f it we were at
the center o f American and European commercial activity.
A little more than a hundred years ago, a new era dawned - the era o f
transportation - which would see our geographic location become a
disadvantage.
Ushered in by the new technologies o f rail, and later roads, that new era
helped to move Maine from the center o f economic activity to a more
remote place on the edges o f trade. For most o f this last hundred years, it
can be said, we have been at the end o f the road o f commerce.
Now we stand at the threshold o f another era, one again heralded by new
technologies, but this time shaped and defined by information and advanced
M aine's T elecom m unications N etw o rk 11

telecommunications.
In this new world,
Maine’s geographic
location and quality o f
life - especially our

IN THIS NEW W ORLD,
MAINE’S GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION A N D QUALITY OF

environment and

LIFE . . . CAN AGAIN BECOME

distance from urban

ASSETS THAT ATTRACT NEW

congestion - can again

JOBS.

become assets that
attract new jobs. But
only if we have the tools
and the skills to compete in this new era, including an advanced
telecommunications network to rival any other that the country has to
offer.
This new era brings with it the potential to:
•

Better retain our existing jobs.

•

Attract and create new jobs.

•

Increase the efficiency o f both business and government.

•

Improve the quality and delivery o f education.

•

Deliver health care to more people at lower cost.

•

Reduce air pollution associated with unnecessary travel.

•

Expand access to society for the physically or mobility impaired.
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THE M ERGING OF PHONES, TELEVISION,
COM PUTERS AN D PRINT MEDIA
When we talk about tom orrow’s telecommunications and the network
needed to support it, w e’re not just talking about phones. W e’re talking
about every kind o f information transfer. Full motion video, television and
movies, words, numbers, music, conferences, meetings, and even entire
workplaces. Any image or sound or data, all on one network.
Right now there’s a
surprising amount of

IN THE FUTURE, PHONES,
TELEVISIONS, COMPUTERS AND

data and information
coming into your

OTHER INFORMATION TOOLS

home or business or

WILL PROBABLY ALL

workplace, through

BE CONNECTED TO ONE

various independent

COM M UNICATIONS PATHWAY .

sources. Some comes
over phone lines to
your phone or

computer, while more comes through cable or cellular or broadcast
airwaves, or maybe even through the stratosphere to a satellite dish.
Because o f the way those independent technologies have developed, or the
way that we regulated them, each has until now been distinct and separate.
But in the not-too-distant future many of those distinctions among phones,
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televisions and computers may all but disappear. More significantly,
perhaps, the distinct ways in which each o f those devices receives and
sends information, through separate lines and technologies, will also merge.
In the future, phones, televisions, computers and other information tools
will probably all be connected to one communications pathway coming into
every business or home. That pathway won’t be a phone network or cable
network or computer network - but a single, advanced, broadband
interactive network.
Here are just a few examples o f how that trend already underway.
•

US West announced in July 1994 its intention to purchase tw o cable
companies in the Atlanta area to enable it to provide local telephone
and multimedia services “as soon as possible”. It plans to upgrade
the systems to handle broadband voice, data and interactive video
services.1

•

McCaw and Microsoft announced a joint venture in March o f 1994
known as Teledesic that would make use o f an 840-satellite digital
network to transmit phone calls, interactive television, computer
information and movies by the year 2001.2

•

Time Warner asked the Ohio Public Utilities Commission for
permission to use its cable networks to provide a full range o f local
telephone services to its 700,000 business and residential
subscribers3

What does this all mean for Maine? It is often said that those who best
understand and plan for changes will succeed, and those who do not will
fail. This could not be more true in telecommunications, where an
advanced telecommunications network could open up a broad array o f
benefits. But just what are those benefits, and what’s at stake? H ere’s
an overview o f the changing telecommunications landscape.
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JOBS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
More than half o f all Americans now use computers at work. Increasingly
those computers are connected to other computers. In more advanced
workplaces, they are also connected to other locations throughout the
world, through modems and information services and networks, such as the
Internet. Just ahead, in tomorrow’s workplaces, is a vastly more
sophisticated worldwide
web o f interactive, full
motion video quality

W ITH AN ADVANCED

communications. This

INTERACTIVE NETWORK IN

technology will require

MAINE, IT WILL BECOME

more than just better

MORE A N D MORE COMMON

computers and software.

FOR PEOPLE TO LIVE HERE

It will also require a

A N D W ORK IN SAN

telecommunications

FRANCISCO OR NEW YORK OR
H ONG KONG.

infrastructure that can
handle the volume and
the complexity o f data
needed for interactive
video communications.

With such an advanced interactive network in Maine, it will become more
and more common for people to live here and work in San Francisco or
New York or Hong Kong. Small, local companies and entrepreneurs will
be directly tied to large and small corporations located around the country
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and the world. Companies which are based elsewhere will be better able to
employ hundreds or thousands of people here in Maine, working in
professional and managerial capacities, as consultants, in independent
businesses or in larger scale telecommunications centers.
Because those jobs won’t be tied to any particular geographic location,
companies looking for locations for new facilities will look less at
geographic distances than they will at an area’s telecommunications
network, its quality o f life, the ability o f its workforce, and its crime rate,
environment, education and job training systems.
Emerging technology is already revealing the leading edges o f this trend,
enabling people to operate businesses with nation-wide and world-wide
connections from their homes and small businesses in rural Maine. For
instance:
•

A recently retired man in Temple co-ordinated a nation-wide
advertising campaign in the United States for Mexican food
growers.

•

A public relations firm serving an international clientele in the
biotechnology and pharmaceutical fields operates out o f a small
office in Stonington.

•

A director o f communications services for a California-based
software company manages a team o f writers and designers located
in California and Belgium from her home office in Deer Isle.

But tom orrow ’s telecommunications jobs won’t be just for entrepreneurs
and professionals. There are also jobs that are helping, in a small way, to
replace some o f the jobs that Maine has been losing in manufacturing and
other areas.
Nearly 1300 new Maine jobs have already been created, in the past five
years, by just five telecommunications-dependent businesses in Maine.
1600 additional jobs are planned for the next two years:
M ain e's T elecom m unications N etw ork 16

•

MBNA New England, a
wholly-owned
subsidiary o f MBNA

M BNA NEW ENGLAND

America Bank, N.A.,

CURRENTLY EMPLOYS 1000

the world’s leading

PEOPLE IN THREE MAINE

issuer o f the Gold

LOCATIONS A N D PLANS TO

MasterCard and the

EXPAND ITS WORKFORCE TO

second largest lender
through bank credit

2 0 0 0 BY THE END OF 1995.

cards, currently
employs 1000 people in
three Maine locations and plans to expand its workforce to 2000 by
the end o f 1995.
»

Medaphis, a firm that provides business management services to
physicians and health care facilities, plans to increase its Lewistonbased workforce from 100 to 500 employees over the next 18
months.

1

Auto Europe, an international car rental service, has grown from 40
to 200 employees over the past three years.
Seafax, a credit information and collections agency for the seafood,
meat and poultry industries, has plans to double its workforce o f 60
over the next 2 years.
Talk America, a telemarketing operation founded in 1990, has
grown to 140 employees.4

Having an advanced telecommunications network won’t, by itself, mean
that we can compete for every job, particularly low-skilled jobs, even if we
wanted to. Other areas of the world have significant advantages over us in
lower labor costs. A growing amount o f data processing, for instance, is
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now being done in Third World areas with low-cost labor, such as the
Caribbean, the Philippines and China.
But our real competition for the high-skilled, well-paid jobs o f tomorrow
isn’t in Third World and developing countries overseas. After all, twothirds o f the world’s households still have no telephones. And half o f the
world’s population is still waiting to make their first phone call.5 Our
primary competition for telecommunications and information jobs is in
advanced countries around
the world and right here, in
other states across America.
For example, complex

OUR COMPETITORS FOR THE
QUALITY JOBS OF THE 21ST

software and engineering

CENTURY ALL HAVE ONE

operations are locating in

THING IN COM M ON - MASSIVE

skilled regions within

INVESTMENTS IN

developing countries such

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

as India. Many insurance
claims administration offices

INFRASTRUCTURE.

are locating in Ireland,
which offers highly trained
labor at relatively low wages.
They and our other potential competitors for the quality jobs o f the 21st
century all have one thing in common - they have made massive
investments in telecommunications infrastructure and are training their
citizens to compete in the new global marketplace.
To the extent that we want to compete for those and other jobs in the
future, an advanced network is critical.
What are those telecommunications jobs o f tomorrow and what are they
like? Well, telecommunications is a lot more than just telemarketing
centers. H ere’s a snapshot o f the American telecommunications industry in
1993, which will give you an idea of how vast the industry is and why this
country leads the world in telecommunications today.
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THE U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
NUMBER OF
INDUSTRY

COMPANIES

SALES

Local phone

1,300

$108 billion

Long distance

480

60 billion

Telephone equipment

570

40.6 billion

Computers

585

65 billion

Information services

3,035

13.6 billion

Local cable

11,108

22 billion

T.V. & radio

12,076

34.6 billion

Newspapers

8,897

35.9 billion

TOTAL

38,051

$ 379.7 billion6

And the projections for further growth in telecommunications are
impressive. According to a recent study on the impact o f federal legislation
allowing full competition in telecommunications, 3.4 million jobs are
expected to be created in the next ten years, nearly a million o f which
would be in manufacturing and construction.7
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EDUCATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
We can’t compete for tom orrow’s jobs unless we have a workforce that’s
ready to do those jobs. But with ever-tightening budgets we also need to
get more out o f our education dollars. Telecommunications can play a vital
role in preparing Maine workers for tomorrow’s challenges while reducing
costs.
Telecommunications brings a vast new array o f resources into the
classroom. With an advanced network, a student in Portland or Caribou
will be able to participate in classes offered around the state, browse in the
Library o f Congress or drop in on an archeological exploration in France.
That will take some of the load off the teacher, while giving students a
much broader range o f choices for information and guidance.
T elecommunications
allows learning over

W ITH AN INTERACTIVE

distances. With an

NETWORK, WE CAN SHARE

interactive network, we

GOOD TEACHERS, LECTURERS

can share good teachers,

A N D MATERIALS W ITH MORE

lecturers and materials

LEARNERS, A N D IN SHORTER

with more learners, and
in shorter periods o f

PERIODS OF TIME.

time. An institution that
may not be able to
afford a particular

course or speaker would be able to share those costs with other
M aine's T elecom m unications N etw ork 2 0

organizations, making more knowledge and resources available to students,
while bringing costs down for everyone.
Telecommunications enables students to learn at a more individual pace,
thereby making more efficient use o f both instructor and student time. With
new technologies, education can be better tailored to the individual’s
needs, without expanding cost.
In this age o f rapidly-changing technology and dramatic economic
transitions, it is important that people have access to resources that enable
them to be lifelong learners, to retrain themselves, if necessary, for new
jobs in new fields, or to upgrade their skills to remain effective and
productive in the jobs they have.
Finally, telecommunications enables people to work together, across
geographic and other boundaries, on shared problem-solving and action.
This can help to build partnerships and cooperation among young people
and adults, as well as a better understanding o f how others might approach
a similar problem.
Many o f these advantages in education are already underway.
•

The Education Network o f Maine brings live, graduate-level
courses in library sciences from the University o f South Carolina to
174 students in remote locations all over Maine, where they are
able to communicate with professors via phone, fax or e-mail. The
Network also delivers five associate-degree programs offered by
the University o f Maine System statewide. Many o f these courses
are broadcast directly into students’ homes through the cable
system. These students can communicate simultaneously with their
professors via toll-free telephone.8

•

In Vermont, 20 schools are equipped with satellite capability that
enables gifted students to take college-level calculus courses
offered by the Virginia Satellite Education Network. The students
watch live classes over television, do problems on hand-held
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graphing computers, fax answers to test questions and can call
instructors after class for help.9
•

The state of Iowa has invested $100 million in a statewide
interactive video network that allows instant visual and auditory
communication among the 124 schools that are on the system, and
has allowed courses in Russian, Japanese and higher math to be
offered to local schools. It is also being used for parole hearings
and for the instant transmission o f medical imaging. Within the next
two years, it will be expanded to more hospitals, 500 more schools,
and to federal and state offices.10

•

Bergen County New Jersey has contracted with New Jersey Bell for
a switched, interactive video network that will eventually
interconnect all o f its 44 high schools and a number o f its state
colleges. Currently 20 of the high schools are connected to the
network, along with a state and community college and the New
Jersey Institute o f Technology. This network enables a special
lecturer at one school location to deliver an address to students
anywhere in the system. Students throughout the system can
participate in the same class and can see, hear and exchange
documents with each other, via video cameras, television monitors,
fax machines and video conferencing sound systems.11

•

The state o f California has adopted an innovative, multi-media
science curriculum for 7th graders that relies on computer terminal
and voice/data/video links rather than on textbooks.12
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HEALTH CARE AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Advanced telecommunications technology in medicine can enable us to use
our medical resources more wisely, reduce administrative costs and spread
advanced care to greater numbers o f people, particularly in remote areas.
In the not-too-distant future, through telemedicine, we may see a kind o f
return to the past. The loss o f the family physician who made house calls is
bemoaned by many. While we may not be able to bring the house call back,
we may come close.
With an advanced
interactive network, the

WITH AN ADVANCED

elderly might be able to

INTERACTIVE NETWORK, THE

be monitored remotely,

ELDERLY M IGHT BE ABLE TO

enabling them to stay in

BE MONITORED REMOTELY,

their homes rather than

ENABLING THEM TO STAY IN

moving to more
expensive nursing care
or traveling to a
hospital or doctor’s

THEIR HOMES RATHER THAN
MOVING TO MORE EXPENSIVE
NURSING CARE

office. A bum victim in
a small Maine city may
be able to get care from
some o f the nation’s best bum specialists, without ever leaving the local
hospital.
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Rural doctors could connect directly to major hospital centers for
consultation, diagnostic assistance and ongoing professional education,
helping to keep both the patient and the doctor in the community.
Medical records o f the future may well be three-dimensional, including Xrays and scans that can travel with an individual or be made instantaneously
available, in full detail, anywhere in the world.
As in other areas, telemedicine offers us the opportunity to connect to a
vast world o f knowledge, cut costs and spread the benefits to more people.
This change is already underway:
•

Thirty-seven telemedicine projects, mostly in rural states, were
awarded grants from three federal agencies - Rural Electrification
Administration, Office of Rural Health Policy and National
Telecommunications and Information Agency - to establish or
expand their programs.13

•

A Community Health Information Network (CHIN) is planned for
Maine which will connect all 18 hospitals northeast o f the Kennebec
River using interactive video technology within the next 12 to 18
months. This would enable the hospitals to share data and images
almost instantaneously, allow for two-way simultaneous physicianto-physician and patient-to-physician consultations and improve
access to continuing education resources for rural physicians.14

•

Interactive video is currently used as a teaching tool between the
University o f Vermont School o f Medicine and Maine Medical
Center, which is an affiliated teaching hospital.

•

A telemedicine project involving Columbia University and the New
York City Department of Health will enable health care services to
be delivered with the use of hand-held computers with wireless
connections in patients’ homes, physicians’ offices and area
hospitals.15
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THE ENVIRONMENT 8. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
One o f the indirect benefits o f advanced telecommunications is that it can
help to reduce unnecessary travel, which in turn reduces air pollution and
other negative effects on the environment.
Maine’s 1994-95 biennial budget calls for the state to spend $404 million
dollars on our roads and bridges, not counting the dollars that every city
and town will spend. Those state expenditures alone will cost every
working person in the state $713.00.16
On average, Maine people spend more than twenty percent o f their
households spending on transportation. That is more than we spend on
food or health care and is second only to housing costs. 17
We could spend less, and help
improve the environment at

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

the same time, if we traveled

CAN REDUCE THE NEED

less. Telecommunications can

TO TRAVEL TO MEETINGS,

help reduce the need to travel

CONFERENCES, SCHOOLS,

to meetings, conferences,

STORES A N D , IN MANY

schools, stores and, in many
cases, to an ordinary day at
the office.

CASES, TO AN ORDINARY
DAY AT THE OFFICE.

It can enable more people to
work in their homes or at small satellite offices. In fact, the corporation of
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tomorrow may not be “located” anywhere. It might just be a collection o f
smaller facilities spread around the region, the country or the planet.
Technology is on the market today which allows individuals, working from
their personal computers in areas which have advanced digital and fiber
networks, to meet, share work and carry on a range o f interactions,
without ever leaving their desks or their homes.
Imagine the effect on our travel requirements as that technology follows
the path o f personal computers to become less expensive, faster and more
widespread.
Commuters who today travel 10, 20, 50 or more miles to get to work, five
days a week, may be able to travel on fewer days. They may eventually just
travel to a local satellite work center to work with a small group o f fellow
employees, thereby cutting unproductive travel time and expense, reducing
congestion and air pollution, extending the life of our roads and bridges,
and freeing more time for family, community and recreation.
A 1991 study concluded that if Americans substituted 20 percent o f the
activities for which they now travel with a telecommunications-related
alternative, the annual benefits would include:
•

3.5 billion gallons o f gasoline saved

•

3.1 billion more hours o f personal time freed up

•

$500 million saved on costs o f highway maintenance

•

1.8 million tons o f regulated pollutants eliminated.18

Emerging telecommunications technology may well make those kinds o f
reductions in travel possible. For example,
•

In 1993 there were 4.4 million telecommuters in the United States,
reflecting a growth rate o f 20 percent per year since 1988.19
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•

CommunityLink is a US West service which enables consumers to
shop, view classified ads, access community information and view
electronic versions o f several newspapers.

•

One o f Maine’s largest private employers, UNUM Insurance
Company, currently has 130 full-time employees who work at home
four days a week (they are required to be in the office one day a
week for staff meetings), using telecommunications technology to
connect them with their company’s offices in Portland. The current
growth rate in the number of employees choosing to work in this
manner is 10-15 percent per year.20

•

The Education Network o f Maine enables students in locations
such as Jackman, Greenville, Rangeley and North Haven to take
courses offered by the University o f Maine system via remote
classrooms equipped with televisions, VCR’s and cordless
telephones, with access to fax modems, on-line computers and
support staff. Many of these students would otherwise have to
travel as much as 100 miles (or more) round-trip to attend these
classes at one o f the University’s seven campuses. Overall,
students enrolled in ENM commute only one-third the distance they
would if they were attending classes at the nearest campus.21

•

AT&T has developed technology which allows automatic call
distributors to route incoming calls and data to customer service
agents working at home.22

What does all o f this reduced driving mean for the environment? Less air
pollution, fewer tires to recycle, reduced oil consumption, and fewer
wetlands and natural areas sacrificed to roads, to name a few o f the
benefits. And that means a better quality o f life for all o f us.
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If you’re thinking that all o f this talk about telecommunications is just
daydreaming better suited to Disneyland than Portland, Farmington,
Lewiston or Presque Isle, you
might want to take a look around
you at how far w e’ve come in the

JUST FORTY YEARS AGO

last few years. Then imagine the

IBM WAS PRODUCING

pace o f change continuing to

THE FIRST REAL

accelerate.

COMPUTERS. THEIR

Most Mainers can remember the

INITIAL ESTIMATES OF

telecommunications tools o f just a

THE TOTAL

few decades ago. Black phones

W ORLDW IDE MARKET

with rotary dials. Black-and-white

FOR COMPUTERS?
BETWEEN 10 AND 15.

television with an antenna on the
roof. Three television networks.
Manual typewriters. AM radio. If
you wanted to send a message
faster than the mail you went to
the telegraph office. And it’s quite

possible that the only movie you saw was on Saturday afternoon.
But it wasn’t just the technology that was different - the companies were
different too. Phone companies sold telephones and provided phone
service. Television companies broadcast your favorite shows. And
computer companies, if they existed, were not part o f the average person’s
life.
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Now those companies are preparing to cross the old boundaries to compete
with each other. Cable companies will offer phone service. Phone
companies will offer not only sound and data, but images, movies,
conferences and more. Computer software companies are evolving video
networks. Newspapers are studying ways in which they too can deliver a
variety o f information electronically.
It w on’t be long before the separate, distinct companies that w e’re used to
- the phone companies, cable companies, computer companies and news
organizations - will instead be “communications companies.”
The information age is here now and it’s becoming more evident every day.
•

Almost 100 % o f U.S. households have radio and television.23

•

94 % have telephones.24

•

85 % have VCR’s.

•

64 % have cable.

•

47 % o f Americans have an ATM card.

•

Satellite dishes now provide television to 4 million homes
nationwide.25

But the change isn’t just recreational- or entertainment-oriented.
According to a Times Mirror survey o f 4000 households:
•

21 million Americans work at home at least one day a week.

•

Nearly 4 million run home-based businesses.

•

55 % o f employees use a computer at the office.

•

30 % o f homes have home computers.

•

28 % o f today’s children use computers at home for school and
play.

•

12 % o f households are modem-equipped.

•

Over 6 % o f Americans are on-line, with more added each day.26

And there’s more change just ahead.
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US West is in partnership with Time Warner Cable to upgrade
broadband networks in cities served by the cable company.27
Major computer and telecommunications companies - Microsoft,
IBM and AT&T - are scrambling to create networks and develop
software to handle interactive transmission o f data - television,
movies, home shopping, e-mail, etc. - as computer,
communications and entertainment technologies converge.28
Researchers are developing interactive movie systems that will
allow viewers to download videos to their homes, request
supplementary materials such as movie reviews, and even edit the
movies themselves based on their individual needs and tastes.29

OTHER STATES ARE MOVING AHEAD
Government today, and regulators in particular, are in a quandary. Public
policies designed in the 1930's to regulate one technology - phones - seem
woefully inadequate to today’s situation, in which multiple technologies are
competing with each other, some regulated, some not.
In this rapidly changing technological landscape, market innovation seems
to be outstripping regulatory control. Many states around the country are
racing to catch up to what is happening by adapting their public policies
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and regulatory goals. Others are going a step further by pro-actively
planning for the future.

IN THIS RAPIDLY
CHANGING

A growing number o f states
have already removed the legal
barriers to local competition in

TECHNOLOGICAL

telephone services. Among

LANDSCAPE, MARKET
INNOVATION SEEMS TO BE

them are New York,

OUTSTRIPPING
REGULATORY CONTROL.

Washington, Illinois, Michigan,
Maryland, Massachusetts and
Connecticut. While New York
is currently the only state
where a company is actually

providing a full range o f services (see below), many companies are
preparing and petitioning for the ability to compete.
•

As o f the end o f 1994, 24 states (not including Maine) had
authorized some degree o f competition in the local telephone
service market.30

•

In December 1994, New York became the first state in the nation
to approve the tariffs o f a residential local service competitor. MFS
Intelenet will begin by providing service to Manhattan and intends
to spread out to all five city boroughs, and into the surrounding
counties in the near future.31 Local exchange tariffs were also
approved at the end o f the year for AT&T and two other
companies to compete in the Rochester, New York market area for
business and residential customers. This followed a historic order
by the New York Public Service Commission allowing Rochester
Telephone to surrender its local monopoly in exchange for being
able to restructure itself into a holding company and tw o operating
companies.32

1

State utility regulators’ dockets reflect an increasing number o f
requests for authority to compete in the local telephone service
market.
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III.

COMPETITION IS THE KEY

How do we secure the benefits o f an advanced broadband interactive
network throughout the state? How do we promote and build the new
advanced network that w e’re talking about?
The state, with its current budget woes, certainly can’t afford to do it.
W e’ve already said that consumers shouldn’t pay for the advanced network
unless and until they use advanced services. What about the companies and
their stockholders? Can’t the Public Utilities Commission order some
companies to do it?
In the end, building an

THE KEY TO SECURING THE

advanced network for

INVESTMENT MAINE NEEDS

Maine is probably going to

TO BUILD THE
21ST CENTURY

involve some or all o f these
things.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

But the real engine of

NETWORK IS TO PROMOTE

growth in

REAL A N D VIBRANT

telecommunications isn’t

COMPETITION.

going to be the taxpayers,
the government or the
regulators. It is going to be

the private sector competing openly in the marketplace.
It became clear to members o f the Maine Telecommunications Forum, as
we listened to presentations from national experts and telecommunications
providers, that there is tremendous energy in the telecommunications
industry today - energy that can and should be tapped to build the
network we want. Our job is to work with that energy, to encourage
investment and to harness its power to our advantage.
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The key to securing the investment Maine needs is to promote real, vibrant
competition.
Since 1934 the telephone system has been a regulated monopoly. Under
regulation, one company was granted the exclusive right to operate in a
particular area, as a monopoly, and to earn an allowable profit. In
exchange, the company was carefully regulated by the states to ensure the
lowest possible price and the best possible quality.
It is a system which has worked well for Maine and for America. The
public got the best phone system in the world and universal telephone
service at an affordable price, wherever the consumer lived. Today, you
can get a phone in Bingham, Maine at about the same price you would pay
in Portland, even though it costs a lot more money to bring that phone line
to Bingham.
That policy not only helped people in rural areas like Bingham, it also
helped to tie all o f us together as a state and a nation.
But some have argued
that regulation has also
had its costs - in
inefficiencies and, at
times, in excess rates,
particularly in long

SINCE COMPETITION WAS
INTRODUCED INTO THE LONG
DISTANCE MARKET, COSTS TO
CONSUMERS HAVE DROPPED
BY MORE THAN 35 PERCENT.

distance. In 1984 the
nation began to replace
the regulated monopoly system, in the interstate long-distance market, with
open competition. That change is most remembered by the public as the
breakup o f AT&T. And some remarkable things have happened since then,
including.
•

The cost o f long distance calls, by most estimates, dropped by at
least 35 percent.
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•

The cost of acquiring phone equipment dropped from an average o f
$60 per year to rent equipment, down to about $25 to own it.33

•

Where one carrier provided service before, over 500 now provide
long distance services o f various kinds.

•

Customers in 48 states have a choice of at least 18 long distance
carriers.34

In short, competition has led to lower prices, more choices, better quality,
more investment and more jobs. Now the time has come to secure the
benefits o f competition at the state and regional level as well, in our local
telephone service, in-state long distance and in other advanced
telecommunications applications.
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IV.

BUILDING THE NEW NETWORK

ENCOURAGING PRIVATE INVESTMENT
The telecommunications network we want to see for Maine will not be
built by the government or ordered by the Public Utilities Commission. It
should be built largely by the private sector, competing openly in the
marketplace to serve Maine telecommunications consumers. While there
may be some role for taxpayers and advanced service consumers to play,
particularly in ensuring that the network goes to all comers o f the state, the
public’s role should be limited.
In the increasingly competitive environment which we believe would
emerge from the regulatory changes that we are recommending, there
should be adequate incentives for many existing and new communications
providers to do business in the state, thereby contributing to the most rapid
possible growth o f the network.
We already have a track record o f the effects o f investment on the national
level when competition was introduced. According to A.T. & T., before
deregulation their plans were to establish a national digital network over a
20-year period. After deregulation and the introduction o f competition,
they maintain, they assembled that network in three years.
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But they weren’t the only ones who were building once competition was
introduced. Since 1984, four carriers have built nationwide digital fiber
networks and eight others have large regional digital networks.35

BUILDING THE FOUNDATIONS
FOR TOMORROW
The greatest challenge to building the new advanced network in Maine,
even after competition is in place, is in ensuring that the network reaches to
all parts o f Maine as quickly as possible. That critical goal could be
achieved in at least three ways.
One would be to expand

THE GREATEST CHALLENGE

the concept o f universal

TO BUILDING THE NEW

service so that everyone

ADVANCED NETWORK IN
MAINE . . . IS IN ENSURING

has a right to access to
the advanced network, as

THAT THE NETWORK

telephones, in our homes

REACHES TO ALL PARTS OF

and businesses.

we do now with

MAINE AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE.

That approach would
rely on regulators to
force the regulated

telephone companies o f today to build such a system. But the costs of
guaranteeing everyone access to advanced services would certainly be
enormous. It would inevitably mean that basic telephone users who do not
want advanced services would end up paying more. It would also mean
that the system o f regulation now in place would need to remain in place,
essentially as it is, into the long-term future.
The second option would be to let the marketplace, by itself, decide where
and when the network would be built, based on market demand and
profitability alone. With that approach advanced network capability would
spread quickly in densely populated areas like Portland and might or might
not arrive in smaller towns and rural areas at some time in the future. This
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is how w e’ve allowed cable to develop, and it is the reason why, after 15
years o f development in Maine, many communities and households still
lack cable service.
But cable has been largely an entertainment medium, so its absence in some
sections o f the state does not carry the same public policy implications as
would the absence o f an advanced network which may become critical to
job retention and development, training, education, health care and the
delivery o f government services.
The third approach, which we support, would be to allow competition to
build the network wherever it is naturally inclined to do so, and to help the
marketplace where it is less inclined, in smaller and more remote
communities.
Such a public-private
partnership approach
would, in our opinion,
give Maine the best

MAINE SHOULD ALLOW
COMPETITION TO BUILD THE
NE TWORK WHEREVER IT IS

assurance that the

NATURALLY INCLINED TO DO

system will be built as

SO, A N D SHOULD HELP THE

quickly as possible, at

MARKETPLACE WHERE IT IS

the lowest overall cost,

LESS INCLINED, IN SMALLER
A N D MORE REMOTE

and to all parts of the
state.

COMMUNITIES.

The most costly and
difficult part of
establishing a truly statewide advanced network is building its foundations,
the initial connection between cities, towns and regions. Once the
infrastructure reaches the cities and towns of Maine, it becomes a relatively
easy matter to connect first the largest users and institutions and later the
smaller users, until the entire community has access to the network.
Our recommendation is that any city or town that has a library, secondary
school or town hall which is publicly accessible at least 30 hours a week
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should be connected, as part of the initial foundation o f the network.
Looking just at libraries, this would mean that the advanced network would
be brought to 93 Maine cities and towns during the “foundation” building
phase o f expanding the network. If you look at towns with either public or
private secondary schools the number would be 111.
It is extremely difficult to estimate the precise cost o f building such a
“foundation,” in part because there is currently no accurate mapping o f the
various networks which are already in place in Maine.
One indication o f the cost o f wiring Maine to an advanced system can be
found, however, in recent proposals to connect Maine’s interactive
education systems to every secondary school in Maine. The cost o f
achieving that goal, which was expected to be reached through both private
and public investment, is estimated to be in the $60-70 million range, which
would include $15 to $20 million in public investment, secured through a
statewide bond authorized by the voters.
We believe that the construction o f the foundations o f the new advanced
network, which would reach to each o f the towns described above, could
come from a variety o f sources, including:
1.

Private investment by stockholders o f communications providers
and by entrepreneurs.

2.

Contributions from those who use the advanced network, as the
system develops.

3.

Some limited public contribution, in the form o f a statewide bond
issue, to stimulate investment.
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A LIMITED BUT IMPORTANT PUBLIC ROLE
Any public
contribution to the
advanced network

ANY PUBLIC CONTRIBUTION
SHOULD COME ABO UT ONLY

should only be made in

AS A RESULT OF A FULL

the form o f incentives

DEBATE A N D A VOTE BY THE

to private investment

PEOPLE OF MAINE O N SUCH A

building o f an

and development, in
areas in which the

BOND ISSUE.

marketplace will not,
by itself, ensure that
the network will reach all Maine people. The state should not, otherwise,
build or own the network, or attempt to become a telecommunications
company.
Any public contribution should come about only as a result o f a full debate
and a vote by the people o f Maine on such a bond issue.

A SEAMLESS NETWORK OF NETWORKS
A number o f telecommunications networks are already in place in Maine.
The biggest, and most obvious, is the land-based system o f fiber and
copper wire owned by
the various local phone
companies and other

W HEN WE TALK ABOUT AN

utilities and companies.

ADVANCED NETWORK, WE

There is also an
interactive fiber,
microwave and satellite

ARE NOT TALKING ABOUT
ANY PARTICULAR TYPE OF

network linking the

WIRE OR TRANSM ISSION

universities, plus

TECHNOLOGY.

extensive coaxial cable
owned by the cable
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companies, wireless networks for cellular phones and various privately held
microwave and satellite transmission facilities owned by televisions
stations, newspapers and other businesses.
When we talk about an advanced network, we are not talking about any
particular type o f wire or transmission technology. Instead, we’re
describing the things that the network is capable o f doing, in functional
terms.
If the past decade has taught us anything about telecommunications
technology it is that the rapid pace o f change has made regulatory and
public policies purporting to control a particular technology obsolete by the
time they are written.
We support whatever

WE SUPPORT WHATEVER
TECHNOLOGIES WILL GET THE

technologies will get the
job done. Will it handle
interactive, full-motion

JOB DONE. WILL IT HANDLE

video at the most

INTERACTIVE, FULL-MOTION

affordable price?

VIDEO AT THE MOST

Currently, it is widely

AFFORDABLE PRICE?

believed that interactive
video capability requires

----------------------------------------------------------------

fiber. Some argue that
compression

technologies will enable the use o f copper or coaxial cable for interactive
video. Our approach is to let the marketplace and investors who are risking
their capital decide. For some applications fiber might make the most
sense. For others, perhaps cable or even copper. In remote areas, wireless
technologies might well deliver service at a lower price than stringing wires
would.
The network we envision may well be a combination o f various
technologies, each employed where it is most appropriate and owned and
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operated, quite probably, by a variety o f different communications
companies.
Whatever the technology, the network should be seamless and transparent
to the consumer, with no additional access codes or other operational
barriers which would unfairly benefit one provider over another.
The burden should be on the provider, not the user, to supply ease o f
access to the network, and to ensure that if the user chooses different
providers for different services, such services can be easily accessed and
connected.

PROTECTING THE QUALITY OF THE NETWORK
As we set a course toward the brave new world o f competition, it is vitally
important that the quality that we’ve become accustomed to is not lost in
the transition to a competitive marketplace.
N o company should be allowed to build and maintain a portion o f the
network in Maine unless it is willing and able to maintain a level o f quality
that the state demands.
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V.

THE CHALLENGE
FOR REGULATORS

THE TRANSITION TO COMPETITION
The Public Utilities Commission (PUC) o f tomorrow may well be
substantially different from the PUC o f today. During a period o f transition,
which is already underway, the PUC will increasingly become the manager
o f change and competition, rather than the guardian o f stability.
As a more competitive

D U R IN G THE PERIOD OF

environment is achieved,

TRANSITION WHICH IS

for example, the PUC

ALREADY UNDERWAY, THE
PUC WILL INCREASINGLY

should no longer be
required to establish
rates o f return or ensure

BECOME THE MANAGER OF

protection against

CHANGE A N D COMPETITION,

losses. Its primary

RATHER THAN THE GUARDIAN

responsibilities will

OF STABILITY.

increasingly shift and
change. It will be

responsible for setting
the conditions o f fair competition and ensuring that those competitive
conditions continue in place and operate effectively.
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While the responsibilities o f the PUC during this period o f transition will be
great - perhaps greater than they have ever been - at the end o f the
process the agency may well be smaller than it is today, with a more limited
role.
The PUC o f tomorrow may look less like a judge and investigator o f
monopolies and more like a referee and arbitrator o f competitors.

MANAGING CHANGE
Change is never easy, particularly where institutions and cultures have been
developed which are invested in the status quo and trained and maintained
for quasi-judicial conflict. Under such conditions, bureaucratic inertia,
long-standing regulatory antagonisms or the desire o f competitors to
promote self-serving conditions o f competition may inadvertently conspire
to block change.
Hn this instance, those
difficulties are
magnified because we

CHANGE IS NEVER EASY,
PARTICULARLY WHERE

are calling upon an

INSTITUTIONS AND

institution, the PUC,

CULTURES HAVE BEEN

which is designed to

DEVELOPED W HICH ARE

react to and judge

INVESTED IN THE STATUS

regulated industries, to

QUO AND TRAINED A N D

become the leading
force for change to a
competitive

MAINTAINED FOR QUASI
JUDICIAL CONFLICT.

environment.
This may, in the end, be asking too much. Assistance and leadership for
change may ultimately need to come from other places, in and out o f
government.
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PROTECTING CONSUMERS
Full and fair competition will not and cannot happen overnight. The change
from a system o f regulated monopolies to one of open competition - with
adequate protection for consumers - should be phased in over a fixed
period o f time, hopefully not more than five years.

It is vitally important
that consumers be

IT IS VITALLY IMPORTANT

protected from unfair

THAT CONSUM ERS BE

competition, which

PROTECTED FROM UNFAIR

could lead to higher

COMPETITION, W HICH

rather than lower prices,

COULD LEAD TO HIGHER

during this transition. On

RATHER THAN LOWER PRICES.

the other hand, concern
about the potential
pitfalls o f this change
cannot and should not

become an excuse for undue delay.
The change to competition needs to be managed with care. It is vital that
real competition be created, not the illusion o f competition, or the
establishment o f virtual monopolies without regulation. Only real
competition can lower prices, increases choices and accelerate the building
o f the network.

THOSE W H O USE THE ADVANCED NETWORK
SH O ULD PAY FOR IT
It is our belief that those who elect to use the advanced network o f
tomorrow, and the various carriers who wish to risk their funds to secure
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their business, should pay for the additional costs o f building and
maintaining a network that will support advanced, broadband, interactive
video functionality.
A multi-tiered pricing system should be developed for telecommunications
users which would allow customers who desire premium services, such as
high speed data transfer and full motion interactive video, to choose from a
variety o f services and to pay for the added network and operational costs
associated with providing those services.
In no instance should
basic telephone users,
who do not wish to

IN NO INSTANCE SHOULD

secure premium

BASIC TELEPHONE USERS,

services, be made to

W HO DO NOT W ISH TO

pay for those

SECURE PREMIUM SERVICES,

additional costs.

BE MADE TO PAY FOR THOSE
ADDITIONAL COSTS.

Basic users should,
however, continue to
contribute to the cost
o f maintenance and operation o f the basic network which would be
necessary to maintain basic telephone service, as they have all along.
This is a matter which should be closely managed by the PUC during and
after the transition to competition. The PUC will need to carefully allocate
those costs which are related to basic service and those costs which are
related to premium service, to ensure that basic users do not subsidize
premium users.
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ENSURING A LEVEL
COMPETITIVE PLAYING FIELD
The PUC should ensure that:
All carriers of service should have full access to the entire
telecommunications network, including land-based telephone and cable
networks as well as wireless networks, at a competitive price which is as
close as possible to cost.
All telecommunications
providers should be

ALL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

allowed to participate

PROVIDERS SHOULD BE

in a fully competitive
marketplace, with
proper competitive and
consumer safeguards.

ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN
A FULLY COMPETITIVE
MARKETPLACE, WITH PROPER
COMPETITIVE AND

The risks o f financial

CONSUM ER SAFEGUARDS.

losses by
telecommunications
providers operating in a
competitive environment should be borne by the stockholders o f those
companies, not the consumers. O f course, those same stockholders should
also benefit when their investments prove to be profitable.
All regulated carriers should eventually have restraints on their earnings
eliminated, and should receive the benefits of, and bear the risks of, their
investments.
All providers o f basic service should provide a required package o f services
All providers should adhere to minimum standards of quality, accessibility
and reliability.
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Where barriers exist to
entry into the

ALL CARRIERS SHOULD BE

marketplace by new

ALLOWED TO UTILIZE THE
EXISTING

users o f the network,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

including prohibitive

entrants, or to ongoing

access fees, they should

INFRASTRUCTURE ON AN

be removed. All carriers

OPEN, EQUAL-ACCESS AND
COST-COMPETITIVE BASIS.

should be allowed to
utilize the existing
telecommunications
infrastructure on an

open, equal-access and cost-competitive basis.
One such barrier, which requires particular attention if we are going to
have real competition, is the issue o f number portability. As competition
develops, consumers should have number portability among carriers,
allowing them to take their existing telephone numbers with them from
carrier to carrier.
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VI. WHAT’S IN IT FOR CONSUMERS?

A RENEWED COM M ITM ENT
TO UNIVERSAL TELEPHONE SERVICE
The commitment to universal service will be tested as the
telecommunications industry moves from a regulated monopoly status to a
more competitive marketplace with multiple providers. We believe that the
commitment to universal telephone service must be renewed and continued
under competitive conditions, regardless o f which carrier provides the
service.
In place o f the old
agreement that existed
between one company,
the government and the

THE COMMITMENT TO
UNIVERSAL TELEPHONE
SERVICE M U ST BE RENEWED

ratepayers, there must

AND CONTINUED UNDER

now be a new and

COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS,

expanded 'Social

REGARDLESS OF W HICH

Compact' in which all

CARRIERS PROVIDES THE

carriers o f
telecommunications

SERVICE.

service, including
telephone, cable and
wireless providers, are allowed to freely compete, in exchange for both
ongoing and one-time commitments to consumers.
The definition o f Basic Service should be expanded to include the
following basic package:
a.

Single party voice grade dial tone.

b.

Touchtone.

c.

Access to emergency services.

d.

Access to local and long distance directory assistance
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e.

Access to direct dial long distance.

f.

Local and long distance operator access.

g.

Access to and by people with disabilities.

h.

Expanded local calling areas.

I.

Power backup for reliability.

j.

A phone book.

k.

Digital switching or equivalent capability.

l.

Late payment fees which do not exceed the prevailing,
interest rate.

A Universal Service Fund should be created, funded by all
telecommunications carriers in proportion to the revenues they derive from
in-state telephone service, to ensure the continued availability o f basic
service to all customers.

LOWER COSTS, NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND MORE CHOICES
The overall costs to consumer, including the cost o f in-state long distance
and basic service, should be expected to decline over time, through
competition.
It is certainly true that with competition comes more choices. This is a fact
which some o f us bemoan in interstate long distance competition today.
Still, for most consumers, even those who never looked at alternatives,
additional choices have resulted in lower long distance costs across the
board.

MORE ACCESS FOR EVERYONE
For individuals with limitations in hearing, seeing, moving, speaking or
cognition, which includes a growing number o f senior citizens, the
explosion o f telecommunications technological advances offers
opportunities which, until recently, were only dreamed about.
New technology has the capability o f “speaking” for people who are
speech-impaired and “hearing” for those who are deaf or hard o f hearing. It
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can bring information and education into homes and workplaces for people
who have mobility limitations. It can provide cues and reminders for people
with memory or cognitive loss. Overall, it can help support a web of
communications that makes it easier for people with disabilities to become
full and productive members of society.
For example:
•

Interactive video

NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS THE

will eventually

CAPABILITY OF “SPEAKING”

allow deaf and
hearing-impaired

•

FOR PEOPLE W HO ARE

people to sign to

SPEECH-IMPAIRED A N D

each other over

“HEARING” FOR THOSE W HO

an advanced

ARE DEAF OR HARD OF

network.

HEARING.

Descendants o f
today’s phone
and fax systems will be able to speak aloud to blind individuals.

•

Speech recognition technology will allow a caller’s voice to be
converted to text, allowing a deaf or hearing-impaired person to
read the call.

But without carefully planned public policy and priorities the technology
can also shut people out. Graphical User Interfaces and touch screens, for
example, which are becoming increasingly common, cannot be used by
blind, visually-impaired and many mobility-impaired individuals.
Multimedia applications which embed audio into text documents shut out
the deaf and hard o f hearing.
Consequently, it is imperative that we consider the needs o f Maine’s
disabled citizens when establishing policy and when constructing,
regulating and managing Maine’s advanced telecommunications network.
Unless adequate safeguards are in place, thousands o f Maine citizens might
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inadvertently be denied access to the new telecommunications
infrastructure.
Since many o f these uses, which are considered “premium” uses elsewhere
in this report, will become necessary means o f direct communications for
citizens with disabilities, they should be seen as the equivalent o f basic
telephone uses, and priced accordingly.
Maine policy should ensure a telecommunications infrastructure which will
guarantee that citizens with disabilities, across the state, have full and
complete access to the Maine Advanced Telecommunications Network.
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VII. CONNECTING
ALL OF MAINE

AVOIDING INFORMATION
“HAVES” AND “HAVE-NOTS”
It is vital that all o f Maine move forward - together - into the information
era. Otherwise, we run the risk o f further separating north from south, east
from west, cities and towns from rural areas, the rich from the less well-off
and the able from the disabled.
Once the “foundation” o f the new network is in place, we propose that
Maine create a statewide “Information Safety Net,” which would result in
advanced interactive
services at one
“Community Access
Point” in every town

WE PROPOSE THAT MAINE

that has been

CREATE A STATEWIDE

connected. These

“INFORMATION SAFETY N ET,”

“access points” would

W HICH W OULD PROVIDE

be located in local
secondary schools,
libraries or town halls

ADVANCED INTERACTIVE
SERVICES AT ONE

in towns across the

“COMMUNITY ACCESS PO IN T”

state.

IN EVERY TOW N THAT HAS
BEEN CONNECTED.

This “safety net” would
ensure that all Maine
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citizens, regardless o f their income or where they live, have reasonably
convenient access to the advanced network at an affordable price.
This “information safety net” approach would certainly cost less money
than providing service universally to every business or home. It would also
speed up the expansion o f the advanced interactive network into rural and
small town areas and would introduce Maine people to the technology
more quickly than the marketplace alone. This would help to stimulate
demand for interactive services, which would in turn hasten the expansion
o f the network into institutions, businesses and eventually homes, in the
communities that are part o f the information safety net.
The greatest expense o f establishing such a “safety net” is getting the
advanced information infrastructure to the local community and into the
“Community Access Point”. This includes the cost o f wires, switches and
other hardware. These costs would be covered as part o f the foundation
building described earlier.
After the foundation network is in place, the “Community Access Points”
would have startup and ongoing operations costs. We believe these costs
should be met through a combination o f resources from the Premium Users
Fund and the local community. The Premium Users Fund could help to pay
for getting the service to the community, possibly including low-interest
loans for initial hardware, software and staff training. Then the local
community would need to fund the ongoing operations o f the service, if it
wished to have such a service.
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V III.

A NEW
ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT

Government, at both the state and federal levels, has historically played an
important role in the development o f the telephone system that now
blankets this country. It has encouraged the spread o f the system, protected
investments, set rates,
allocated radio and
television frequencies,
granted monopoly
status and decided
when and how

GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO
BECOME BETTER
CO-ORDINATED IN ITS

competition could take

APPROACH TO

place.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND, AT

Today, as w e’ve

ALL LEVELS, THE VITAL ROLE

suggested throughout
this report, government

THAT TELECOMMUNICATIONS

must fashion a new

CAN PLAY IN MAINE’S

role and a new

FUTURE.

relationship with the

______________________________________

telecommunications
industry; an industry which is vastly more complex than the telephone
companies o f the last 50 years.
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The first responsibility of government, as w e’ve said, is to engineer the
transition to competition. But that is not the end. Government also needs
to become better co-ordinated in its approach to telecommunications and
to better understand, at all levels, the vital role that telecommunications can
play in Maine’s future.
Various parts o f Maine government - the Governor’s office, the
Legislature, the PUC, the Public Advocate, the State Planning Office, the
Department o f Economic and Community Development, the Bureau o f
Taxation, the Bureau of Information Services and the Courts - at different
times and to varying degrees, design or influence our state’s policies on
telecommunications. This is not likely to change in the near future. What
can change, though, is the degree to which those agencies and bodies work
together to support an overall vision and plan for Maine
telecommunications.
We hope that this report will assist that process. But ultimately it is the
state’s leaders who must take action to ensure that better coordination
occurs.
In addition, government can and should act as a catalyst for investment in
telecommunications, through tax incentives, bonding and other means at its
disposal. Long-term public-private partnerships are crucial if Maine is
going to succeed in reaching the goals that are outlined in this report.
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IX. DON’T LEAVE IT TO THE EXPERTS
From time to time it happens that citizens must intervene in government to
help break the old patterns and shape new ones.
The members o f the Maine Telecommunications Forum devoted their time
to this project because we believe that this is a vital issue for Maine and
that we will all benefit if we move forward together, as a state and as
individuals, toward the goals that are outlined here.
This is not a time to
sit back and leave it

THIS IS NOT A TIME TO SIT

to the so-called

BACK AND LEAVE IT TO THE

“experts” in this field.

SO-CALLED “EXPERTS.” TOO

Too much o f your

M UCH OF YOUR FUTURE, A N D

future, and Maine’s

MAINE’S FUTURE, IS AT STAKE.

future, is at stake.
It is time for us to
come together, to harness the energy of change and to guide it in the
direction that will most benefit the people of our state.
We hope that this report, in some small way, inspires you to join with us
and with hundreds o f other Maine citizens, organizations and businesses
who are working for an advanced telecommunications future for Maine.
Together, we can make it happen. And we will.
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X. DETAILED RECOMMENDATIONS

In each o f the following categories we recommend that the Public Utilities
Commission, in conjunction with the Governor’s office and the Legislature,
where appropriate, undertake the following.

I.

PROMOTE OPEN AND FAIR COMPETITION
IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

It is vital that Maine adapt its laws and regulatory policies to foster, as
quickly as possible, real competition in all spheres o f telecommunications.
Such competition will encourage new investment, lower prices, improve
consumer choices and expand opportunities for Maine.
Competition cannot occur, and the marketplace cannot be tapped to build a
new advanced network, unless we evolve our current system o f monopoly
regulation to one which encourages and oversees real competition in the
telecommunications marketplace.
1.

The Public Utilities Commission, with the support o f the Legislature
and Governor, should have the primary responsibility o f overseeing
the transition to competition and o f ensuring that its outcomes are
beneficial to consumers and protective o f those with limited incomes
and those who live or work in rural areas.

2.

As real competition is achieved, the Public Utilities Commission’s
primary responsibilities should shift from the regulation o f price and
earnings to ensuring that full and fair competition exists, to the
benefit of consumers, and that basic telephone service prices and
quality are safeguarded.

3.

All telecommunications services, including local basic telephone
service, in-state long distance, cable and other interactive
technologies, should be gradually opened to full competition, with
continuing oversight by the Public Utilities Commission to ensure
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that real competition exists and that Maine’s historic commitment to
just, reasonable and affordable basic telephone service for everyone
is not diminished. The existing system o f regulated
telecommunications providers for basic and in-state long-distance
service should eventually be replaced with a system o f open
competition among all communications providers, with appropriate
safeguards for both consumers and competitors.
4.

A sa new competitive environment develops, restraints on the
earnings of regulated telecommunications providers should be
removed and all providers should reap the benefits, and bear the
risks, o f their investment decisions.

5.

Any barriers to entry into the marketplace which now exist for new
carriers should be removed.

6.

All carriers of service should have full access to all aspects o f the
entire telecommunications network, including land-based telephone
and cable networks as well as wireless networks, at a competitive
price which is as close as possible to cost.

7.

The Public Utilities Commission should ensure that all providers o f
basic telephone service in Maine are held to the same minimum
service standards and that those standards be set no lower than those
that exist in today’s regulated environment.

II.

PROMOTE AN ADVANCED INTERACTIVE NETWORK

Through a combination of public policy, regulation and targeted incentives,
Maine should aggressively pursue the goal o f connecting all o f Maine to an
advanced broadband interactive network as quickly as is feasible.
1.

The network should combine and utilize, to the fullest extent
possible and where appropriate, all o f the existing
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telecommunications networks, whether land-based telephone, cable
or wireless.
2.

The Public Utilities Commission should be particularly vigilant in
ensuring that the advanced network is built throughout the state, in
urban and rural areas, as quickly as possible. This should be
accomplished, as much as possible, through market forces. Where
the market does not succeed in delivering access to an advanced
network to more rural areas, the Public Utilities Commission and
state government should intervene to ensure that the system is
extended to those areas as quickly as possible.

3.

If additional study should indicate the need for a public contribution
to stimulate development and to ensure that the network is built to
all areas o f Maine, rather than only the more densely populated
areas, that public contribution should come in the form o f a bond
issue, debated and voted upon by the citizens o f Maine.

III.

BUILD THE FOUNDATIONS OF THIS NEW ADVANCED
NETWORK WITHIN THREE YEARS

1.

Maine should establish the goal o f connecting every Maine city or
town which maintains at least one publicly accessible facility, such as
a library, school or town hall, to an advanced broadband interactive
network within three years. This would provide the foundation of the
new 21 st century advanced network and help pave the way for
further development.

2.

Once that foundation is in place, the network should be further
developed to include access to every school, public safety building,
library and hospital within five years.

These steps will help to introduce more Maine people to the advantages o f
advanced telecommunications and lead, as market demand grows, to the
more rapid expansion of the network to include most businesses and homes
in Maine in the shortest possible time.
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IV.

LOWER PRICES AND EXPAND
CONSUMER CHOICES

The goal o f these changes cannot be change itself. There must be benefits
for Maine and particularly for Maine residential and business consumers.
1.

We should recommit ourselves, as a state, to our nation’s historic
commitment to universal telephone service at an affordable price,
regardless o f the geographic area o f the consumer or the carrier
providing the service.

2.

The state should have a goal of lowering telephone rates,
particularly in-state long distance rates, through the most rapid
possible introduction o f competition. Based on the experience o f
national long distance competition, which substantially lowered
consumer prices over the last ten years, we believe it entirely
possible to lower in-state long distance rates, through competition,
in the same manner. Overall service rates, including basic rates,
should also be expected to decline through competition, efficiencies
and new technologies.

3.

A multi-tiered pricing system should be established for regulated
carriers in which "premium" services such as full-motion video and
high-speed data transfer - which are not part o f the basic telephone
service package and which require new investments in network
infrastructure - should be paid for by those who use such services.

4.

The telephone user who wishes only to have basic service should
not be made to subsidize the additional cost o f building or operating
the advanced network, unless and until they elect to use it. Basic
users should, however, continue to pay their fair share o f the cost
o f maintaining that portion o f the network which is necessary to the
provision o f basic telephone service.
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The network should provide the maximum degree o f choice for
consumers. It should be seamless and transparent to the user, and
require no complex access codes. No consumers should be forced
to accept, or be made to pay for, advanced services that they do not
want. Consumers should always have the choice to maintain their
current service, if they do not choose additional services, without
paying for premium or advanced services.
The network should be as accessible to the handicapped community
as is technologically and financially feasible. Such accessibility
includes, but is not limited to, visual displays for the deaf, hard o f
hearing and speech-impaired, audio for the visually impaired, braille
for the blind and deaf-blind, and increased use o f voice recognition
software and other emerging technologies. These services should
be provided at basic rates, where their use is primarily for direct
communication.
It should be the policy o f the state o f Maine that all users are
entitled to privacy in the content o f their privileged
communications, to the fullest extent feasible, technologically and
financially. While the ability to secure and administer the network
requires records o f connections or attempts made, the content o f a
transaction must remain privileged information between sender and
receiver.
To the fullest extent technologically and financially feasible, all
elements o f the new network, without regard to which companies
are involved, should be made fail-safe. Particular attention should
be paid to redundancy and system reliability.
Where the competitive marketplace benefits consumers, it should be
expanded. Where it does not result in such benefits, or cannot fulfill
the obligation to provide universal telephone service at a just,
reasonable and affordable price, it should be the continuing
responsibility of the Public Utilities Commission to ensure that these
goals are achieved by regulation or other means.
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V.

AVOID INFORMATION “HAVES”
AND “HAVE-NOTS”

1.

The Public Utilities Commission and state government should
ensure relatively evenly priced access to the advanced
network, regardless o f the geographic location o f the user or
the provider. This goal should be achieved primarily through
market forces, and where necessary and to the extent possible,
by regulation.

2.

Maine people should commit to the goal o f creating an
Information Safety Net, which would consist o f broadband
interactive service to one publicly accessible facility, such as a
library, school or town hall, in every Maine town which is
connected to the advanced network. These public facilities
would serve as “Community Access Points,” ensuring that all
Maine people will have access to the most advanced
telecommunications services within a reasonable time after
their commercial and financial availability.

3.

The “lifeline program” should be maintained and, if necessary,
expanded, but only in conjunction with appropriate means
testing.

4.

Every premium service provider should contribute an amount,
proportional to their premium service revenues, to a Premium
Users Fund, the proceeds o f which will be used to ensure that
all Mainers have access to premium services at a reasonably
even statewide price, either through a “community access
point” or in their homes or businesses.
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ABOUT THE
MAINE TELECOMMUNICATIONS FORUM
•
•
•

MEMBER PROFILES
HOW AND WHY THE FORUM WAS CREATED
THE PROCESS USED TO CREATE THIS REPORT

THE MEMBERS OF THE GROUP

ELAINE ALBRIGHT is the Dean o f Cultural Affairs and Libraries at the
University o f Maine. She serves as Director o f the Fogler Library and
oversees Telecommunications, Computing and Instructional Technology,
the Maine Center for the Arts, the Hudson Museum and the UM Museum of
Art. Elaine is currently Chair of the American Library Association’s Ad
Hoc Subcommittee on Telecommunications. She also serves as chair of the
Maine Library Commission, is on the governing board o f NELINET and is a
past President of the New England Association o f College and Research
Libraries.

KARL BEISER is the Library Systems Coordinator for the Maine State
Library and also serves as a consultant on library automation to libraries
throughout Maine. He established and now manages the MaineCat
statewide library database, a CD-ROM listing of 4 million items in over 300
Maine libraries which is accessible at 264 sites around the state. He has
been actively involved in the area o f telecommunications and electronic
information access for BAIRNet, the Maine State Library and University of
Maine systems, the Maine Telecommunications and Information Technology
Planning Project and the Public Access Work Group o f the State
Information Services Policy Board. Karl also writes for Online and
Database, as well as other library and computer publications, and has
written 3 books on computer use for librarians.

GEORGE CONNICK is the newly-appointed President o f the Education
Network o f Maine, a new electronic university within the University o f
Maine system that serves over 4,000 for-credit students. For nine years
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before that he served as President o f the University of Maine at Augusta.
George led the effort to extend educational opportunities to people all over
Maine through a combination o f off-campus centers and sophisticated
telecommunications technologies, which has resulted in $15 million in
capital expenditures for the network since 1987. In 1989-90 George served
as Chairperson o f the national advisory panel on “Rural America at the
Crossroads: Networking for the Future” for the Office o f Technology
Assessment. He has presented widely on the use of technology and
telecommunications at all levels o f education and training.

MARGARET CURRAN is the Manager o f Telecommunications Planning
and Systems for L.L. Bean, a position which includes being responsible for
voice and data communications for the 22 company locations throughout
Maine and New Hampshire, as well as for the 13 million inbound toll-free
calls per year. Margaret has been an active member o f the Maine
Telecommunications Users Group since its inception in 1987, and is a
frequent speaker at conferences and educational programs on the topic o f
telecommunications technology and applications.

RICHARD CURRY was until recently the Vice President o f Enterprise
Technology Services at UNUM Life Insurance Company in Portland,
Maine, where was responsible for telecommunications for the past 10 years.
Dick has been active in the Maine Telecommunications Users Group and is
a past chair o f the Greater Portland Chamber o f Commerce
Telecommunications subcommittee. He is also a member o f the steering
committee of the Maine Telecommunications & Information Planning
Project, the NYNEX Large Customer Panel, the Maine Legal Services for
the Elderly Hotline Advisory Council and the Board o f Trustees o f Thomas
College.

CARLA DICKSTEIN is the Senior Development Officer for Policy and
Research at Coastal Enterprises Inc., a community development corporation
based in Wiscasset that provides financial and technical assistance to small
businesses, develops affordable housing and provides job opportunities for
low-income people. Carla has been developing program initiatives in the
areas o f environmental industries and pollution prevention, defense
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conversion and telecommunications. She serves on the following boards:
Maine Economic Conversion Project, Maine Center for Economic Policy
and the Environmental Business Council o f Maine. In 1991 she authored a
report on the policy o f using telecommunications to promote economic
development for West Virginia University’s Institute for Public Affairs.

JAMES DONNELLY was the youngest person elected to the Maine
House o f Representatives in 1990, where he continues to serve. In the 93’94 session Jim was minority chair o f the Utilities Committee. He is also a
management associate for Key Bank in Presque Isle. Jim serves on the
following boards: The Aroostook Medical Center Board for Strategic
Planning, the Aroostook County Action Program Board, Temporary Shelter
for the Homeless, Rotary International, Leaders Encouraging Aroostook
Development, the Executive Committee o f the March o f Dimes and the
Republican State Committee.

STUART FERGUSSON worked in the fields o f electronic
communications and radar astronomy before beginning a business in
communications consulting in 1961. Since he retired in 1974 for health
reasons, Stuart has remained active in telecommunications, having
represented the Maine Committee on Aging during its intervention before
the PUC in the Local Measured Service docket, and having intervened on
his own behalf as well as on behalf o f A.A.R.P. before the PUC in other
docket matters. Stuart has also been a long-standing member o f the PUCstipulated NYNEX Customer Panel.

MARK HEWS is the RC&D Coordinator for Threshold to Maine
Resource Conservation and Development Area, a non-profit organization
working with communities to build skills in and commitment to the
balancing o f natural resource use with conservation. Threshold to Maine
provides strategic planning and financial development assistance to
communities and groups working to protect and wisely use the natural
resources o f the region. Currently Mark serves as vice-president o f the
Maine Association o f Nonprofits, an organization dedicated to supporting
and advocating for the non-profit sector in Maine. He also serves as Total
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Quality Management facilitator/trainer for the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, and is a member o f the Poland School Board.

JOHN KORTECAMP is President o f The Alliance Foundation, an
organization which provides education, research and policy development to
Maine’s business community. John has served as Vice President of
Education for the National Association o f Realtors and the National
Association o f Homebuilders, and during his tenure developed a follyaccredited degree program, produced education/training video-based
programs and organized national teleconferences. He has also served as
Executive Director o f the Maine Real Estate and Economic Development
Association and Executive Vice President o f the Maine Alliance, and was
instrumental in the creation o f the Environmental Business Council of
Maine.

BILL LAYMAN is Chairman o f the Maine Legislative Committee o f the
A.A.R.P., an organization which represents 176,000 people in Maine. He
also serves on the Board o f the National Council o f Senior Citizens, is
Treasurer o f the Maine Council o f Seniors and is a delegate to White House
Conference on Aging. Bill was a representative o f the International
Association o f Machinist and Aerospace Workers for over 38 years and is a
former Chairman o f the York Board of Selectman.

JOSEPH MACKEY is President of Mackey Associates, a public policy
consulting firm that provides policy analysis, research, strategy development
and government relations services to private businesses and organizations
desiring assistance in regulatory and legislative affairs. The firm’s clients
include the Health Insurance Association o f America and the Telephone
Association o f Maine. Joe is a former lobbyist for the Maine Health Care
Association and the Maine State Employees Association, and former legal
counsel to Maine Senate President Charles Pray.

WILLIAM NYE is Director of Deaf Community Networking and
Resource Program at Governor Baxter School for the Deaf, an outreach
program working with the deaf population, the adult education network,
community and state resources, and the public. Bill is currently Chair o f the
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Maine Relay Services Advisory Council, a member o f the State Independent
Living Council, President o f the Board o f Directors o f the Maine Center on
Deafness, Chair o f the Advisory Committee to the Division o f Mental
Health and Mental Retardation D eaf Services and a member o f the State
Commission on People with Disabilities Access. For 16 years he was
President o f the Maine Association o f the Deaf. Bill has received numerous
awards in recognition o f his contributions to the deaf community.

DAVID PAUL, JR. was employed by New England Telephone from 1967
through 1994, during which time he held various positions installing and
maintaining telecommunications equipment throughout New England. In
1991 he was elected Business Manager/Financial Secretary o f Local 2327 o f
the International Brotherhood o f Electrical Workers, representing 1300
telephone workers in Maine. He has served as a cabinet member o f Greater
Portland United Way and board member o f Cathedral Grammar School, and
has been recognized for his community service by the Boys’ and Girls’
Clubs o f America and by the Maine AFL-CIO.

JEANNE PERNICE is Library Media Specialist at Mount View Senior
High School in S.A.D. #3, a district which encompasses 11 towns in a 400square mile area. She is chair o f the District’s Technology Committee and
is serving her second term on the Maine Library Commission, where she is
an active member o f its Automation Subcommittee. This subcommittee
developed a statewide automation plan which was the foundation for a
legislative initiative to create a statewide library information system known
as Maine InfoNet. Jeanne is also on the board o f the Maine Educational
Media Association, which has recognized her as School Library Media
Specialist o f the Year.

JAMES ROGERS, JR. is Manager of Information Services for Dead River
Company, a company that distributes energy products throughout northern
New England, manages its own properties throughout the east coast and
manages pulpwood acquisition for the paper industry. He is responsible for
overseeing the company’s computer systems (including operations and
programming), data networks, and telecommunications system. Jim
recently directed the upgrading o f a 48-site data communications network
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to state-of-the-art technology. Jim is a member o f the PUC-stipulated
NYNEX Customer Panel, the Data Processing Advisory Board o f the
United Technologies Center and the Maine Telecommunications Users
Group.

TERRY SHEHATA is the Vice President/Director o f Programs o f the
Maine Science and Technology Foundation, whose mission is to strengthen
the state’s research and technology-based infrastructure. He manages the
Foundation’s Center for Innovation Program, the Maine Experimental
Program to Stimulate Competitive Research and the Manufacturing
Extension Partnership. Terry is a former Director o f the New Jersey State
Environmental Health Service.

ELAINE SOLESKY is the Director o f the Audio Visual Resources
Department o f Maine Medical Center, a 600-bed tertiary care teaching
hospital and major referral center. Her responsibilities include the
administration o f the medical photography and graphic arts departments and
coordinating the development o f large media projects. MMC is presently
connected via video-conferencing to their affiliate, the Medical Center o f
Vermont. Elaine is a member o f the Health Sciences Consortium and the
International Television Association.

ROBERT THOMPSON is the Executive Director o f the Androscoggin
Valley Council o f Governments, a non-profit, quasi-govemmental
corporation which serves municipalities and communities in the region by
providing technical assistance, assisting with the combining o f resources,
serving as a forum for leaders to identify priority issues and to act on them,
and advocating positions to state and federal agencies. A current goal o f
the organization is to provide leadership in export technical assistance in
Western Maine. Bob is a corporator of Mechanic Savings Bank, Chair o f
the Lewiston Auburn Comprehensive Transportation Study and is on the
Board of Directors o f the following organizations: Economic Development
Council o f Maine, Androscoggin Home Health Agency, Northeastern
Industrial Developers Association and the Lake Auburn Watershed
Protection Commission.
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STEVEN TREMBLAY is the founder and President o f Alpha One,
Maine’s largest organization run for and by people with disabilities. Alpha
One is a nationally-recognized Independent Living Center with 4 offices in
Maine which provide information, training and support to people o f all ages.
The organization is involved in several partnerships with business,
government and education to expand opportunities for people with
disabilities. Steve is also founder and CEO o f Wheelchairs Unlimited, a
consumer-owned assistive technology sales and service company. He was
responsible for the development o f the Maine Adaptive Equipment Loan
Program, the nation’s largest revolving loan program for assistive
technology, and is a former Maine Director for the National Spinal Cord
Injury Association.

JANET WALDRON was recently confirmed as Commissioner for the
Department o f Administrative and Financial Services. For six years prior to
her appointment, she served in the position o f Assistant Secretary o f State
and was actively involved in the area o f information technology and
telecommunications. She presently chairs the Maine Telecommunications
and Information Technology Planning Project.

CARL WESTON is the Director of the State Bureau o f Information
Services, Telecommunications Division, where he is in charge o f the
planning, research and development, deployment, operation and
management o f statewide telecommunications (voice, data and video)
systems and their technologies. His division currently serves approximately
17,000 State customers and an equal number o f State business partners such
as the university and technical college systems, and is the largest user of
NYNEX services in Maine. Carl is a past chair o f the Standards Committee
o f the National Association o f State Telecommunications Directors and
currently serves on the Association’s Corporate Relations and Information
Exchange Committees.
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HOW THE GROUP WAS FORMED
This report has been prepared by the Maine Telecommunications Forum, a
group o f Maine citizens who have been working without fanfare over the
last year to study the issue o f telecommunications in Maine and to produce
these recommendations.
The members o f the Maine Telecommunications Forum (MTF) represent a
broad diversity of stakeholders and opinions in telecommunications and a
significant range o f experience with the issue. Some have extensive
professional and personal experience in the field. Others are relatively new
to the broader telecommunications debate.
The group met over a period o f ten months between May o f 1994 and
March o f 1995 to discuss Maine’s telecommunications needs and
opportunities, to hear various experts from within the state and from around
the country, and to produce these proposals.
The members of the group, and most o f the presenters and advisors, have
volunteered their time to this effort.
We have been assisted in our work by facilitators underwritten by NYNEX,
with the express understanding that the group would freely choose its
recommendations and that NYNEX and others were equally free to accept,
reject or dispute those opinions. We wish to commend NYNEX for having
the vision and the confidence in Maine people to support such an unusual
experiment in public dialogue and public policy.
No regulators or telecommunications carriers, including NYNEX, were
voting members o f the group, although many were consulted.
We are not, collectively, advocates for any particular company or
technology or group, and that may be our greatest strength. Instead, we
have tried to be advocates for Maine people, moving forward together,
working together, overcoming the disadvantages and battle lines o f
yesterday to seize the opportunities and promise of tomorrow.
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THE GROUP’S PROCESS
The creation o f this broad-based group was a deliberate attempt to explore
alternatives to the traditional, adversarial way in which telecommunications
policy has been formulated in Maine and elsewhere.
In the past, carriers, regulators and consumers would square off before the
PUC and the courts, arguing in arcane language that only the combatants
understood about technical issues o f “allowable rate o f return,” “embedded
costs” and “infrastructure deployment.”
What got lost in those debates was any sense that all the stakeholders who
were concerned about telecommunications might, if they could sit together
and engage in a search for consensus, discover that they share much
common ground.
In telecommunications as in other areas, there is the increasing sense that
Maine can no longer afford the costs o f delay and divisiveness which were
the inevitable byproducts o f the traditional, contentious processes. We need
to find new tools for developing public policy, or we will surely be left
behind by those states which have seized the opportunity and forged ahead.
It was out o f this conviction that the MTF was born.
At its first meeting on May 19, 1994, the MTF discussed its own decision
making process. The group decided that the way to insure that all voices
had equal weight in shaping the Forum’s work was to adopt consensus as
the method by which decisions would be made. Only if a particular
recommendation was agreed to by all participants would it be set forth as a
recommendation o f the Forum.
From the start the MTF was wary o f vague, unworkable solutions proposed
or agreed upon solely for the sake of consensus. The consensus process
required each group member to assess his or her “bottom line” and to be
willing to explore solutions which, while they may not have been that
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individual’s preference, would nevertheless be ones they could live with and
would work to implement.
One o f the objectives adopted by the group was that the Forum
“demonstrate the potential for collaborative planning, as a model for other
areas o f public policy-making.”
The group agreed that it needed a common base o f knowledge, and a
common vocabulary, to be sure that all members could discuss the issues
with sufficient background, regardless o f their varying degrees o f experience
in telecommunications. That need for a common knowledge base led to a
series o f presentations by the following individuals and organizations:
•

Tom Welch, Chairman of the Maine PUC (6/23/94)

•

Ed Dinan, Vice President of NYNEX (7/11/94)

•

Carol Weinhaus, Project Director, Telecommunications Industries
Analysis Project (7/11/94)

•

Barbara O ’Connor, Chairperson, Alliance for Public Technology
(7/25/94)

•

Steven Ward, Maine Public Advocate (7/25/94)

•

Jeffrey Darrell, Vice President N.E. Division, Time Warner Cable
(10/17/94)

•

Susan Spear, Government Affairs Manager, MCI
Telecommunications (11/14/94)

•

William Leahy, State Government Affairs Director, AT&T
(11/14/94)

While these presentations were underway, members were encouraged to
articulate the interests and underlying concerns o f the constituency they
represented on the Forum. It was only after these interests were expressed,
and a common basis o f understanding arrived at, that the MTF debate
sharpened into an exchange o f particular positions on specific
telecommunications issues.
For working purposes, the group divided itself into three subcommittees:
one focused on a telecommunications Vision (What do we want?); one
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focused on the Social Compact (What expectations should the providers
and consumers have of one another?); and the last focused on the
Regulatory Structure (What structure would best allow the Vision to
become a reality?). The discussions o f these three groups generated the
ideas which eventually found their way into an integrated draft report, which
was reviewed, reworked and agreed to by the group as a whole.

THE AUTHORS OF THIS REPORT
This report was written on behalf o f the Maine Telecommunications Forum
by ALAN R. CARON, President o f Caron Communications o f Portland,
Maine, which provided consulting services to the MTF throughout its
formation and deliberations.
Caron Communications is a strategic planning, media and corporate
communications firm which specializes in public policy development and
community relations issues. The firm also provides consultation and market
research services for businesses, non-profit organizations and the public
sector.
Mr. Caron has been involved in a wide variety o f public policy efforts in
Maine, including the 1991 referendum to establish Maine’s Sensible
Transportation Policy, the creation o f citizen-based transportation planning,
initiatives to return passenger trains to Maine, innovative affordable housing
projects and various coalition-building projects around issues as diverse as
working waterfront development, utility consumer protection, renewable
energy development, environmental planning, school and arts facility
renovation and economic development.
He was assisted in this project by KAREN MONAHAN of
Monahan Research and Investigative Services o f Portland, Maine, who
served as project manager for the Maine Telecommunications Forum
and who provided much o f the background research for the report.
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Ms. Monahan’s firm provides legal investigation services as well as a broad
range o f research services to businesses, organizations and publications.
Caron Communications was also assisted, throughout this project,
by JONATHAN REITMAN o f Gosline and Reitman Dispute Resolution
Services o f Brunswick, Maine, who served as the facilitator o f the group’s
discussions.
Mr. Reitman and his firm have been involved in a wide variety o f facilitated
public policy and dispute resolution activities in Maine and around the
country. Those include a statewide labor-management group on worker’s
compensation, the Maine Environmental Priorities Project, and the Steering
Committee o f M aine’s Transportation Policy Advisory Committee.
He serves as chair o f the oil spill arbitration panel for the Maine Board o f
Environmental Protection, is a member o f the Ethics Committee o f the
Court Mediation Service, is Co-chair o f the International Sector o f the
Society for Professionals in Dispute Resolution and has facilitated
workshops on mediation and collaborative problem-solving for various
committees o f the Maine Legislature.

We wish to express our sincere thanks to those many individuals, both MTF
members and others, who attended the meetings o f the group, made
presentations, or provided ideas and examples which are found throughout
this document.
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GLOSSARY

Advanced broadband network - A

Cellular service - A

telecommunications network that

Telecommunications service that lets

offers high bandwidth digital

customers use wireless, mobile

communications, and is capable of

telephones to connect, via radio

carrying voice, data and video. (See

towers called cell cites, to the public

bandwidth, Digital tele

switched network.

communications. )
Coaxial cable - a high capacity
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer

cable, often copper, commonly used

Model - A standardized digital

in cable television systems. It has

transmission method that let various

more bandwidth than twisted pair,

streams of voice, video, and data

but less bandwidth than fiber-optic

from different customers be mixed

cable. (See bandwidth, Twisted pair

together during transmission through

cable, Fiber-optic cable.)

the network, and then separated
before reception. (See Digital
telecommunications.)

Common carrier - A regulated
company that supplies
telecommunications services to the

Bandwidth - Measurement o f the

general public on a non -

capacity and speed of

discriminatory basis. For example,

telecommunications. Broadband

GTE and AT&T are common

communication moves more

carriers; cable television systems are

information more quickly than nar

usually not common carriers.

rowband. (See Bit and ISDN.)
Data Communications Bit - The most basic unit of

Communications between

measuring an information flow. Any

computers, in contrast to voice

voice, data or video information can

transmissions between people.

be turned into a stream of bits.

Increasingly, computers use phone

Narrowband telecommunications

company services to communicate

moves thousands of bits (kilobits)

with each other. Data

per second, which is considered

communications is growing much

slow, but good enough for voice

gaster than voice traffic on

calls. Broadband is one million bits

telecommunications networks.

(megabits) per second or faster,
necessary for broadcast-quality

Dial tone - The signal the network

video pictures. A gigabit moves

send when it is ready to initiate a

billions of bits per second. (See

connection.

Bandwidth.)
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Digital telecommunications - An

FCC (Federal Communications

information transmission, storage

Commission) - A board of

and processing method that uses

commissioners, appointed by the

electronic or optical pulses, also

President, that regulates all interstate

called bits. Digital switching

telecommunications originating in

technology transits and processes

the United States. PUCs in each

calls gaster and better than its elec

state regulate intrastate tele

tromechanical predecessors. This

communications. (See PUC.)

improves both the capacity and the
efficiency of the network.

Fiber optics - High-capacity cable
made of glass threads through which

Distance learning - Using any of

information is transmitted as

various transmission media to bring

pulsating light. The pulses o f light

classes and seminars into schools

represent bits of information.

and homes. Different distance

Telephone companies install

learning technologies afford different

thousands of miles of new fiber

degrees of interaction ranging from 1

every year, mostly between central

-way video to 2-way full-motion

offices and for long-distance

video and audio. In its broadest

connections. The benefits are: added

interpretation, distance learning can

capacity, transmission quality and

also occur when two or more PC’s in

clarity. (See Coaxial cable, Twisted

geographically dispersed locations

Pair cable.)

are joined for the purpose of in
struction.

Interactive services - Information
services that let a customer make

Equal access - The requirement

choices about which information is

that local phone companies offer all

to be received next. Shopping at

long-distance companies access to

home via an electronic catalog that

their network facilities that is equal

displays on a computer screen, or

in quality, type and price. The term

searching for a particular magazine

also describes the ability of

article that is contained in a

customers to choose their own

computer file of thousands of

carrier for one-plus long distance

magazine articles, are two examples

calling. (See One-plus dialing.)

of interactive services.

Exchange - The local area served

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

by a central office or switching

Network) - A digital switched

center. An exchange can be

network that provides very fast,

identified by the area code and first

simultaneous transmission o f voice,

three digits of a phone number.

data and images over a single

Exchanges are grouped to form a

telephone line.

Local Access and Transport Area.
(See LATA.)
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LAN (Local Area Network) - A

series of antennas, transmitters and

private network inside of a building

reflector on towers. Voice, data or

or a complex o f buildings, such as a

video communications travel in a

campus, that connects computers

straight line from tower to tower.

together for transferring digital data.

Microwave can be made fully

This allows scarce or expensive

compatible with digital service.

resources, like a laser printer, to be
shared. LANS can be connected
together to make a city -wide met

Modem fModulator demodulator) An electronic device added to a

ropolitan area network (MAN), or

computer for the purpose of con

even a multi-state wide area network

verting digital information to travel

(WAN). Telephone companies like

over a telephone line. Modems also

GTE can provide many kinds of

make the reverse conversion of

LAN, MAN, and WAN connections.

analog telephone signals into digital
bit for use by the computer.

LATA (Local Access and

Modems are bandwidth rated in bits

Transport Area) - Any of 161 local

per second. Common modem speed

telephone serving areas in the United

are 2,400 (also called two-dot-four)

States. When the local and long

and 9,600 (nine-dot-six) bits per

distance phone businesses were split

second. (See Bandwidth, Bit.)

in 1984, LATA’s were established
to create boundaries that distinguish

Network - A system of terminal,

between local and long-distance

switches and connections (lines and

service. Calls between LATA’s are

radio channels) that communicates

switched by long-distance

information among users. (See

companies, while calls withing a

Public switched network.)

LATA are handled by local phone
companies. LATA’s are further
divided into areas called exchanges.
(See Exchanges.)

Public switched network - A
worldwide telecommunications
system that provides information
communications services between

LEC (Local Exchange Carrier) - A
telephone company authorized to

any telephones or other customer
equipment. In the U.S., regulated

provide local service, but no inter-

local exchange carriers make the

LATA long-distance

public switched network universally

communications. GTE and Regional

available at a reasonable cost. (See

Bell Operating Companies like

LEC.)

BellSouth and Ameritech are LEC’s.
AT&T, MCI and US Sprint are not
LEC’s. (See IXC.)

PUC - The state regulating body
that governs telecommunications
within the state. Interstate

Microwave - A way of providing

telecommunications is regulated by

telecommunications bandwidth via a
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the Federal Communications
Commission. (SeeFCC.)

Telecommunications infrastructure
- The cables, switches, radio towers
and other facilities and equipment

Redundancy - Backup equipment
or cabling in a network designed to

that are required to make
telecommunications work. Cables

take over instantaneously and keep

and wires that connect customers to

information flowing in case the main

switching centers are called outside

equipment or cable route fails.

plant. Equipment under a roof is
inside plant.

Switch - A machine or computer
that directs voice, data or video

Telecommuting - The use of a

traffic. In a telephone switch, the

telecommunications network to

signal created by dialing a phone

connect a remote work site with a

number informs the switch where a

primary place of business. Work-

call should go.

at-home is one form of
telecommuting, but special

T-Carrier services - a family of

telecommuting work centers that

high-capacity digital

serve multiple users are also being

telecommunications services

developed.

requiring leased private lines. The
most common T-carrier is called T-l

Telemedicine - Using

or D S 1. It provides 24 separate

telecommunications to deliver health

channels o f high quality voice

care services. Examples are the

connections, or can be set up as 1.5

rapid transmission o f patient medical

megabits per second of data

records and X-ray images between

communications bandwidth. DS3 is

doctors in different locations, data

a leased line service with

communications to monitor the

approximately 30 times the

medical condition of patients at

bandwidth o f D S1. (See Bandwidth

home, and video consultation

and Bit.)

between rural patients and urbanbased specialists.

Tariff- The authorized description
and price of a network service. State
regulators must approve a tariff

Twisted pair cable - A cable
consisting of insulated copper wire

before the service it covers can be

organized around each other in order

placed in use.

to identify each separate circuit.
Individual pairs of wire are the

Telecommunications - The

primary path between a customer’s

transmission and reception of audio,

premises and the telephone

video, data and other information by

company’s local central office. This

wire, radio, light and other electronic

type of cable has been standard in

or electromagnetic systems.

the telephone industry for decades.
However, it is being gradually
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replaced by fiber-optic cable, which
has a vastly greater capacity to carry
information. (See Coaxial cable,
Fiber-optic cable.)
Universal Service - A goal set in
the Federal Communications Act of
1934 to make local telephone
service available and affordable for
the largest number of customers
possible. Today, some 94 percent of
American households have
telephone service.
Video dial tone - A
telecommunications service that
allows customers to send and receive
video information (such as video
phone calls) from many different
sources using the services of
communication companies.

(Selected material from “Information Communications Glossary,” GTE Telephone
Operations, July 1993, reprinted here with permission.)
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